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Abstract. Anthropomorphism plays an important role in human interaction with robots. However, our understanding of this phenomenon is
still limited. In the previous research, we proposed to look at the work on
dehumanization in order to understand what factors can aﬀect a robot’s
anthropomorphism. Moreover, considering that there are two distinct
dimensions of humanness, a two-dimensional model of anthropomorphism was proposed. In this paper we present a study in which we manipulated the perceived intentionality of a robot and appearance (Robovie
R2 vs Geminoid HI-2), and measured how they aﬀected the anthropomorphization of the robots on two dimensions of humanness. We did
not ﬁnd statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences in attribution of human traits
and mind along two dimensions of humanness. However, after dividing
the traits based on their valence, we found that Geminoid HI-2 was
attributed signiﬁcantly more negative human traits than Robovie R2.
These results do not support the proposed two-dimensional model of
anthropomorphism.
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Introduction

People have a strong tendency to attribute human-like qualities and characteristics to non-human agents. This process is known as anthropomorphization and
has been heavily investigated in the ﬁeld of Human-Robot Interaction (HRI).
Previous research proposed several factors that aﬀect the extent to which a
robot is anthropomorphized: appearance [3], movement [15], verbal communication [14], emotions [2] or gestures [12]. These studies regarded anthropomorphism as a uni-dimensional space between a machine and a human. However,
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the uni-dimensionality of this phenomenon has never been proved. In this paper,
we argue that it is not possible to understand anthropomorphism without understanding what is humanness.
1.1

Humanness

We can learn what does it mean to be a human by looking at a process of
depriving objectiﬁed humans of characteristics regarded as crucial in order to
be perceived and treated as a human. This process is known as dehumanization. The work by [7] reveals that humanness is a two-dimensional concept. The
characteristics that distinguish us from the related category of animals are called
Uniquely Human (UH). The second dimension is called Human Nature (HN) and
it represents characteristics that are typical of or central to humans. These “core”
characteristics may diﬀer from those that distinguish us from other species, e.g.
being cultured distinguishes us from other animals, but is not a core characteristic of humans. On the other hand, emotionality is a fundamental characteristic
of humans, but does not distinguish us from animals. Haslam [7] in his model of
dehumanization proposed that UH characteristics are developed in later stages
of people lives and reﬂect socialization, such as intelligence, secondary emotions and intentionality. On the other hand he argues that HN attributes are
inborn biological dispositions, such as cognitive openness, primary emotions and
warmth.
Further evidence supporting existence of two dimensions of humanness comes
from the work on mind attribution. Gray et al. [4] showed that people diﬀerentiate between two types of mind attribution: experience (the capability for feelings and sensations) and agency (the capability to act and intend). The research
shows that the concepts of dehumanization and mind attribution overlap to a
great extent [6]. Agency corresponds to UH and experience to HN dimensions.
Understanding the processes of dehumanization and mind attribution can
help to identify the key characteristics for robots to aﬀect their anthropomorphism. Furthermore, in order to fully understand anthropomorphism it may be
beneﬁcial to think about it as a two-dimensional space. This new perspective
could help us to better understand some of the results of previous studies that
were hard to interpret, e.g. the uncanny valley phenomenon seems to be caused
by the experience dimension rather than agency [5].
In our previous work, we explored the suitability of a two-dimensional model
of anthropomorphism in HRI [16]. In our model we proposed that a robot can
be independently anthropomorphized on HN and UH dimensions, depending on
what characteristics it is perceived as possessing. That is if a robot is perceived as
intelligent or intentional, it will be anthropomorphized on UH dimension as suggested by the work on dehumanization [7]. On the other hand, a robot perceived
as emotional or warm will be anthropomorphized on HN dimension. Since these
dimensions are based on folks conceptions of humanness, the subjective perception of humans is more important than the objective properties of a robot, i.e.
it is suﬃcient that people perceive a robot as possessing these characteristics
irrespective of whether the robot possesses them or is even able to posses them.
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Supporting the idea of a two-dimensional model of anthropomorphism, perceived emotionality of a robot aﬀected only attribution of HN traits. However,
the other factor manipulated in out previous study, perceived intelligence, did
not aﬀect neither UH nor HN. Considering that in the model of dehumanization
proposed by [7], intelligence is a characteristic of UH dimension we expected that
in the context of HRI increased perceived intelligence of a robot, will increase
attribution of UH traits to it. The lack of the eﬀect of perceived intelligence
may indicate a limited impact of it on a robot’s anthropomorphism or that UH
dimension is less relevant in general in the context of HRI. The second interpretation would also mean that anthropomoprhism and dehumanization are not
reverse processes since their dimensions diﬀer. In the current work, we wanted to
shed additional light on that possibility and investigated the impact of a robot’s
perceived intentionality and appearance on anthropomorphism. The research on
dehumanization [7] suggests that perceived intentionality should be associated
with UH and appearance with experience [5] dimensions. Since the concepts of
dehumanization and mind attribution overlap [6] we formulated the following
two hypotheses:
– H1 : A robot perceived as intentional will be attributed more UH traits and
agency than an unintentional robot.
– H2 : A more humanlike looking robot will be attributed more HN traits and
experience than a machine-like robot.
In the context of the relationship between anthropomorphism and dehumanization, if our H1 is supported, the results would suggest that the lack of the
eﬀect of perceived intelligence on UH in the previous study [16] was due to the
limited impact of it on anthropomorphism. On the other hand, if our H1 is
not supported, it would mean that two diﬀerent factors (perceived intelligence
and intentionality) that are supposed to be associated with UH do not aﬀect
that dimension in the context of anthropomorphism. In that case, two independent studies would suggest that anthropomorphism and dehumanization are not
reverse processes since their dimensions diﬀer (the lack of relevance of UH for
anthropomorphism, while being a dimension of dehumanization).
1.2

Moral Agency

Apart from investigating the potential existence of two dimensions of anthropomorphism, it is also important to show how diﬀerentiating between the dimensions can impact HRI. In the recent years we can observe increased interest in
moral responsibility of robots for their actions [10]. The work on dehumanization
and mind attribution suggests that depending on what anthropomorphic characteristics a robot will have, may aﬀect whether it will be perceived as responsible
for its actions. The work on human perception of moral agency suggests that
people perceived high in agency [6] and UH [1] are perceived as blameworthy for
their wrongdoings. Based on that, we formulated the third hypothesis as:
– H3 : A robot perceived as intentional will be attributed more responsibility
for its immoral actions than an unintentional robot.
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Method

We conducted an experiment with 2 × 2 between-subjects design with perceived
internationality of robots and their appearance as factors. The perceived intentionality of robots was manipulated by their cheating (intentional) or noncheating (unintentional) behavior and appearance by using a machine-like and
human-like robot.
2.1

Participants

Fifty-two (34 male and 18 female) native Japanese speakers were recruited for
this study. They were undergraduate students of various universities and departments located in Kansai region. They received ¥2000 as time compensation.
Their age range was between 18 and 27 years (M = 21.54, SD = 1.93).
2.2

Materials and Apparatus

In this study participants interacted either with Geminoid HI-2 or Robovie R2.
Geminoid HI-2 is a highly humanlike robot that is a copy of a real person. On
the other hand, Robovie R2 is a machine-like robot that has some humanlike
features, such as arms or head. Both robots spoke with the same synthesized
voice. In order to ensure correct reactions from the robots we implemented this
experiment as a Wizard-of-Oz study, where the robots’ actions were controlled by
a researcher who sat in another room. Since both robots use diﬀerent operating
systems, we implemented their reactions in a way that kept the response delay
the same for both platforms.
2.3

Procedure

Participants were asked to play “Acchi muite hoi”, a traditional Japanese game,
with a robot called “Robo”. They were told that a prototype of a robot was
prepared for a tournament and they will test it. The robot has to win at least
80% of the games (which is 8 rounds out of 10 they were asked to play) or
otherwise it will be destroyed. During the game, one participant moves a ﬁnger
sideways in front of an opponent and at the same time the opponent moves her
head sideways. Both of them do it after “hoi” in a phrase “Acchi muite hoi”
that is said by one of the players. If a player moving his head does it in the same
direction as the other player moving her ﬁnger, he loses the game. If they move
in diﬀerent directions then a player moving his head is the winner.
After explaining the rules of the game to the participants, the researcher
played three example games with a robot. During a pilot study it became apparent that participants tried to cheat a robot by delaying their responses. Therefore, during the third example game, the researcher explained that timing is
important and if a participant’s response will be delayed, the robot will request
to repeat the game. After conﬁrming that participants understood the rules
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of the game, the researcher left the room leaving a participant alone with a
robot. After all ten rounds were played, the experimenter returned to the room
and asked a robot about the outcome of the game. Finally, participants were
requested to ﬁll out questionnaires on a computer and had a brief interview
with a researcher who asked whether they noticed something unusual during the
game. Participants were free to answer this question the way they wanted.
In the current setup a robot was a player moving its head and saying “Acchi
muite hoi”, and a participant moved her ﬁnger. Previous research [13] shows that
cheating behavior of a robot during a game increases perceived intentionality of
it. In the unintentional (control) condition, a robot played all 10 rounds fairly and
at the end it admitted not winning enough many games after it was asked about
the outcome by the experimenter. In the intentional condition, during rounds
3, 6 and 9 a robot “cheated” by waiting until a participant moves her ﬁnger
before making its own move or by changing the direction. Furthermore, when
asked by the experimenter at the end of the game about the outcome, it claimed
to have won more than 80% of games. The popularity of the game by people
of all ages ensures that participants had good understanding of the rules and
should understand when a robot makes an illegal move. Since some participants
might have opposed the outcome announced by the robot, the researcher in both
conditions informed them that the game was recorded and the video will be used
to verify that everything worked correctly.
2.4

Measurements

As a manipulation check we measured perceived intentionality of a robot using
three questions (“This robot is capable of doing things on purpose.”, “This robot
is capable of planned actions.” and “This robot has goals.”) on a 7-point scale
from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7).
Perceived humanlikeness of a robot was measured on a scale derived from [9]
that was back-translated to Japanese. It consists of 6 items that are rated on a
5-point semantic diﬀerential scale (e.g. “Please rate your impression of the robot
on these scales: 1-inanimate, 5-living”).
Anthropomorphism was measured by the attribution of human traits belonging to UH and HN dimensions ([8], Japanese translation [11]). Participants were
asked to rate the extent to which a robot possesses them on a 7-point Likert
scale (e.g. “The robot is... sociable”) from not at all (1) to very much (7).
In addition, we measured attribution of mind to a robot using its 2 dimensions: experience and agency ([4], Japanese version [11]) – e.g. “To what extent
do you think that Robo is capable of... hunger” on a 5-point Likert scale.
Moral agency of a robot was measured on a 7-point Likert scale using 2 items:
“Robo deserves blame for its wrong-doings” and “Robo is ‘morally responsible’
for performing immoral behaviours”.
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Results

Due to the brevity, the exact results of statistical tests are reported only for
statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences at the level p < .05.
3.1

Perceived Intentionality

The scale created to measure perceived intentionality had weak internal consistency (α = .62). Since the scale was not previously validated it was deemed as
not suﬃciently reliable to use as a manipulation check. Instead, we used descriptive statistics based on the post-study interviews. In the unintentional condition,
none of the participants indicated any suspicious behaviour of a robot. In the
intentional condition 20 participants said that a robot tried to cheat during the
game, 4 indicated that it had some technical problems and 2 did not report any
unusual behavior of a robot.
3.2

Perceived Humanlikeness

The scale of perceived humanlikeness had reliability at the level of Cronbach’s
α = .6. However, as the scale was previously validated in the context of HRI and
used in several papers, all items were kept. A two-way ANOVA with intentionality and appearance as factors showed a signiﬁcant main eﬀect of appearance
on perceived humanlikeness (F (1, 48) = 7.47, p = .009, η 2G = .14). Geminoid
HI-2 (M = 2.76, SD = 0.63) was perceived as more humanlike than Robovie R2
(M = 2.27, SD = 0.68), see Fig. 1a. No other main or interaction eﬀects were
found.
3.3

Human Trait Attribution

We looked at the attribution of human traits along two dimensions (UH and
HN) as indicators of anthropomorphism. Although the reliability of HN and UH
scales was unsatisfactory, α = .58 and α = .57 respectively, these scales are
well validated in psychology and HRI, and all the items were kept. A two-way
ANOVA with intentionality and appearance as factors did not show any statistically signiﬁcant main or interaction eﬀects on either of the scales. Considering
the work of [11] that showed that Japanese diﬀerentiate between positive and
negative dimensions of HN and UH scales, we calculated a composite measures
of positive HN, negative HN, positive UH and negative UH using the items
indicated in [11].
A two-way ANOVA with intentionality and appearance as factors did not
show any statistically signiﬁcant main or interaction eﬀects on positive HN.
However, there was a statistically signiﬁcant main eﬀect of appearance on attribution of negative HN traits, F (1, 48) = 10.87, p = .002, η 2G = .19. Geminoid
HI-2 (M = 2.79, SD = 0.84) was attributed more negative HN traits than
Robovie R2 (M = 2.12, SD = 0.63), see Fig. 1b.
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(b) Attribution of negative Human Nature traits to robots based on their appearance.
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(a) Humanlikeness of robots based on
their appearance.

Positive UH

Robovie
Appearance

Intentional

Unintentional
Intentionality

(c) Attribution of positive Uniquely
Human traits to robots based on their
perceived intentionality.

Geminoid

Robovie
Appearance

(d) Attribution of negative Uniquely
Human traits to robots based on their
appearance.

Fig. 1. The eﬀects of appearance and intentionality on anthropomorphism measures.
Mean values are indicated by red dots. (Color ﬁgure online)

A two-way ANOVA showed a statistically signiﬁcant main eﬀect of intentionality on positive UH, F (1, 48) = 5.23, p = .03, η 2G = .1. An unintentional
robot (M = 4.24, SD = 1.19) was attributed more positive UH traits than an
intentional robot (M = 3.52, SD = 1.02), see Fig. 1c.
A two-way ANOVA with intentionality and appearance as factors revealed
a statistically signiﬁcant main eﬀect of appearance on negative UH, F (1, 48) =
6.20, p = .02, η 2G = .11. Geminoid HI-2 (M = 2.94, SD = 1.02) was attributed
more negative UH traits than Robovie R2 (M = 2.32, SD = 0.73), see Fig. 1d.
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Mind Attribution

The internal consistency of both measures of mind attribution was high, experience α = .85 and agency α = .71. Two-way ANOVAs with appearance and
intentionality as between subjects factors did not show any statistically significant main or interaction eﬀects for attribution of either experience or agency.
Based on the work by [11] with Japanese subjects, the experience scale was
divided into positive and negative dimensions. Two-way ANOVAs showed that
neither of these scales is aﬀected by either appearance or intentionality.
3.5

Moral Agency

A two-way ANOVA with appearance and intentionality as between subjects
factors did not reveal any statistically signiﬁcant main or interaction eﬀects on
perception of a robot as a moral agent.

4

Discussion and Conclusions

The result of the post-study interviews show that participants verbally described
a robot’s behavior in intentional terms after it changed its responses during a
game. This is in line with the work by [13] and shows that the manipulation in
our study worked as planned.
The H1, a robot perceived as intentional will be attributed more UH traits
and agency than an unintentional robot, was not supported by the results. Neither the attribution of UH traits nor agency to a robot was aﬀected by its
perceived intentionality. The work on dehumanization suggests that intentionality is related with UH [7]. In our previous work [16], we did not ﬁnd an eﬀect of
another factor (intelligence) on attribution of UH traits to a robot. Put together,
these results suggest that UH dimension has smaller impact on anthropomorphism than HN.
The previously proposed by us two-dimensional model of anthropomorphism
[16] is not supported by our results. This indicates that anthropomorphism and
dehumanization are not reverse processes since factors related with UH dimension of dehumanization do not aﬀect attribution of UH traits in the context of
anthropomorphism. Therefore, not all factors that lead to dehumanization of
humans, can make a robot more anthropomorphic. Robotic platform designers
who want to create an anthropomorphic robot should focus on factors aﬀecting
HN, such as emotionality or ability to feel, rather than UH.
The H2, a more humanlike looking robot will be attributed more HN traits
and experience than a machine-like robot, was not supported by the results.
Although, Geminoid HI-2 was perceived as more humanlike than Robovie R2,
there was no statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerence in attribution of HN traits or
perceived capacity to experience. This result is not consistent with the work by
[5,11] who suggested that more humanlike robots are attributed more capabilities
to experience.
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There are two primary diﬀerences between these studies and our work, which
can explain diﬀerent outcomes. Gray and Wegner [5] and Kamide et al. [11] used
images and videos of robots. Therefore, participants in their studies had to base
their judgments only on a robot’s appearance. On the other hand, participants
in our study were involved in an actual interaction with a robot. Even if they
made an initial ascription of HN traits or capability to experience to a robot,
during an interaction they were able to verify whether a robot really possessed
these traits. The second diﬀerence between the work by [5] and ours is that
their machine-like robot had no face. It is possible that a face is required for an
agent to be attributed a capacity to experience, which produced a statistically
non-signiﬁcant result in our study since both robots had faces.
Although, there were no statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the attribution
of UH and HN traits, the analysis of their positive and negative subscales shows
an important cultural diﬀerence for studies with Japanese participants. Kamide
et al. [11] suggested that Japanese diﬀerentiate not only between UH and HN
traits, but also their positive and negative dimensions. This is supported by our
data as participants diﬀerently attributed negative traits to Geminoid HI-2 and
Robovie R2. It is possible that another factor than human-likeness is responsible
for this result. For example, the stern appearance of Geminoid HI-2 compared
with a child-like and friendly appearance of Robovie R2 may be responsible
for that diﬀerence. Future studies may consider using a more friendly looking
android, such as Erica, to investigate this possibility.
The H3, a robot perceived as intentional will be attributed more responsibility for its immoral actions than an unintentional robot, was not supported
by the results. The results show that a robot which behaviour was perceived
as more intentional, did not aﬀect its perceived responsibility for wrongdoings.
Furthermore, more humanlike appearance of the robot did not result in higher
perceived moral agency. In other words, people do not perceive highly humanlike
robots to be more responsible for their actions than robots that have machinelike features. The hypothesized eﬀect of intentionality on perceived moral agency
was based on a premise that agency/UH traits will moderate the eﬀect of intentionality on moral agency. However, as the robots perceived as intentional were
not attributed more UH traits or agency than the unintentional robots, our
manipulation did not aﬀect also their perceived moral agency.
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